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Learning Socialisation

Key issues to consider   
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Behaviour



Symptom groups

Inattention Hyperactivity Impulsivity

• Does not pay 

attention

• Avoids sustained 

effort 

• Doesn’t seem to 

listen when spoken 

to

• Fails to finish 

tasks/assignments

• Can’t organise

• Loses things, 

‘forgetful’

• Easily distracted

• Fidgets

• Leaves seat in 

class

• Runs/climbs 

excessively

• Cannot play/work 

quietly

• Always ‘on the go’

• Talks excessively

• Talks excessively

• Blurts out answers

• Cannot await turn

• Interrupts others

• Intrudes on others



Overlap

ADHD

Dyslexia, 
Dyspraxia

Autistic 
Spectrum

Conduct
Disorder

Oppositional
Defiant Disorder



The new normal  environment



Behaviour

• Behaviour is learned 

• Behaviour is purposeful in a social setting

• Behaviour is chosen

• Behaviour communicates information about needs

• Behaviour can be the result of BDS

• Behaviour can be changed

• Behaviour can be taught

Rogers, B. (1997). The Language of Discipline, United Kingdom: Northcote House.

BDS, bad day syndrome.



Mood 

The 3 key moods you need to think about are: 

1. Your mood

2. The mood of the child

3. The mood of the others



Emotional 
intelligence

Knowing your emotions

Managing your Emotions

Motivating yourself

Recognising emotion in others

Handling relationships
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Negative Positive

High energy

Low energy

ActionAnxiety

Depressed
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Calm



• Your surroundings   

• Your physical health

• Your relationships

• Your knowledge

• Your nature 

Key 
mood 
agents

Miller, L. 2009. Mood mapping: Plot Your Way To Emotional Health And Happiness. London: Rodale. 



Why might some young people 
not be motivated?

• No relevance for them

• Fear of failure

• They feel inadequate

• Uninspiring tasks

SEN issues which may be difficult to admit 
or resolve 
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Plevin R. Motivate the Unmotivated: A step-by-step system you can use to raise 
motivation in your classroom tomorrow. 2017.



Boredom

“Boredom is an emotional and occasionally

psychological state experienced when an individual/s

are left without anything particular to do, or are not

interested in their surroundings or feels that a 

day or period is dull or tedious”    

Wikipedia. Available from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boredom Last accessed June 2020

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boredom


The keys to motivation

Glaser W. Choice Theory: A New Psychology of Personal Freedom. HarperCollins 1999.

Power: recognition, 
freedom, choice, success, 

contribution  

Belonging: to feel 
accepted, appreciated, 

loved, needed, 
connected

Fun: novelty, intrigue, 
excitement, variety, 

adventure, amusement, 
surprise





A formula for support 

SF3R

O’Regan F (2018) Successfully Managing Children ADHD 
Second edition: Routledge Falmer Press



Some parenting 
styles  

• The Controllers

• The Friend

• The Benign Dictator

Also The Grumblers, The Optimist, The 
Competitive one, The Pacifist,  The 
Chatterbox,  The Explosive



Controllers 

Attitudes

 Children should be seen and not heard

 If one person gets away with it, they will all 
do it

 It’s a battle and I aim to win it 
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Controllers

Strategies

 Tell them what to do
 Threaten them with consequences
 Send them to their partner

Outcomes
 Poor quality relationships
 High quality stress
 Relationships will be impaired
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The Friend

Attitudes

• Children need nurturing like buds on a flower

• Being nice and friendly means children will like 
you

• Home is a democracy where negotiation is the 
key



The Friend

Strategies
 Asking, Negotiating, Pleading followed by 
 “Why are you doing this to me” (hurt)
 “How many times have we been through this” 

(frustration)

Outcomes
 Uncertainty leads to insecurity
 Independence options are significantly impaired 
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The Benign Dictator

Attitude

 The parent’s job is to set boundaries

 A child’s job is to test them

 Children should be helped to experience 
achievement and mistakes will be part of the journey

 Caring means sometimes being prepared to make 
unpopular decisions

 The problem is the problem not the child

 Fairness is not giving everybody the same it is 
giving them what they need
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The Benign Dictator

Strategies

 Holds children accountable for their choices

 Creates a culture of praise that focuses on what children do 
well

 Applies consequences positive and negative with consistency

Outcomes

 Children learn boundaries with dignity

 The parent is both a leader and coach 
 Learning, risk taking and motivation are greatly enhanced     
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Structure 
in terms 
of rules

REDUCE ANXIETY ENHANCE MOTIVATION, 
CONFIDENCE AND SELF 

ESTEEM

ENHANCE 
CONCENTRATION AND 
REDUCE DISTRACTIONS

FACILITATE 
INDEPENDENCE



Rules and 
Responsibilities

• Expectations and Responsibilities 
posted clearly where everyone 
can see  

• Graduated Positive and Logical 
outcome  reinforcement charts 
explained on a regular basis

• Set up escape hatch to sound 
off/diffuse …………”best not do it 
in public”



Expectations 

Band 1                                               Band 2

• Shoes off in the house                   Tidy bedroom

• Food remains downstairs              Fidgeting                           

• Meal times are for eating              Calling  out

• and chatting                                     Slamming doors

• Machine time                                  Annoying others  



Charts, Schedules 
in Lockdown 

• Morning: 9 till 11.45 with a  series of 
20 to 30 minute segments (Break at 
10.15 to 10.30)

• Free time: 11.45 till 12.00 

• Lunch: 12.00 till 12.30

• Afternoon: 12.30 to 1.30 and with 
some more 20 to 30 minute segments 

• Extended task: 1.30 till 3.00 

• Activity: 3.00 till 4.00

• Free time

• Dinner  



Are students with ADHD 
always Inattentive and 
Hyperactive ? 

“Their behaviour will vary 
according to the degree to 
which rules are managed, 
the amount of structure 
and support for compliance 
and the degree to which 
the person is interested in 
the activity”                                     

Mike Gordon 1992  ADHD/Hyperactivity A Consumers Guide



Computers
• Most children with ADHD respond well to an individualised or 1 -1 

setting

• Attention is focused on the screen and Multi-sensory experience

• Non-threatening: can retry problems, constant feedback and 
reinforcement

• Impersonal: computer doesn't yell or  have favourites

• Variety of presentation; attend to novel stimuli

• Student can control pace, flexible: programmed to do  things

• Rapid assessment

• Game like approach: challenge

O’Regan  : Successfully Managing ADHD 2014



Tips for preparing for 
learning behaviour

Younger

• Think outside the paint box i.e. 
Comic book stories

• Give them time to do a creative 
task  

• Keep everything egg boxes, toilet 
rolls, cereal packets  

Older

• Provide area in the home where 
the child can have their own space

• Don’t bombard them

• Nudge not nag



Organising movement 
and motivation

• Allow the child to fiddle with an 
agreed object e.g. blutack, 
concentrators… 

• Allow movement around the 
room 

• Maybe standing vs sitting 

• Provide stretching exercises on a 
regular basis

• Music from headsets allowed

• Screen to screen options  



Activities alongside 
Joe Wicks  

Make it competitive and fun 

• Folding clothes

• How many combinations of 
socks

• Washing machine control

• Mop the floors/Vacuum timing 
games

• Baking

• Making lunch

• Garden?



Science for the 
house

Biology
• Dissecting a flower
• Gummy bear osmosis
• Rubber Eggs: Vinegar and Eggs
Physics
• Fireproof balloon
• Tornado in a bottle
• Pasta rocket* 
Chemistry
• Volcanos  Vinegar and baking 

soda
• Slime: Food colouring and 

cornflower  
• Big smoke: Bleach and brake fluid 

(outside) *



Other tips

• Games:  Othello, 
Connect 4

• Quizzes 

• Dance

• Martial Arts

• Use of the Wii

• Xbox /SIMS



Dealing with 
boredom and 
frustration

• Listening

• Accepting this real for them

• Understanding ADHD traits

• Keeping the siblings on board

• Allowing them to 
communicate with friends 

• The village raises the child



Communication

• 7% words

• 38% Tonality, Volume and 
Tempo

• 55% non verbal signals

Prof. Albert Mehrabian University of California in Los Angeles 1970

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_Mehrabian
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UCLA


Assertive Body language

• Eye contact; Be flexible at 
times  

• Height/level positioning

• Relaxed

• Nodding

• Personal space –balance

• Facial expressions

• Not fidgeting yourself

• Focused, active listening



Assertive Sentence 
starters

• Let’s………..

• I need you to........

• In five minutes you will have……….

• When I return I will see……………..

• Today we are going to……………..

• You will be…………………..

• I expect you to……………..

• I know that you will………………

• Thank you for……………………



Active 
listening

To give your complete focus to 
what the other person is saying

Let the other person finish before 
you start talking

Keep your emotions in check

Don’t interrupt or jump to 
conclusions

Look for feelings or intent behind 
the words



Useful 
ways of 

concealing 
demands

• Would you do...

• Could you...

• If you're happy to...

• When you have finished with...could 
you...

• Do you mind going/doing...

• Is it ok with you...

• How do you feel about...

• I wish I knew someone who could help 
with...

• Look at that, now it's time to...

• You choose, what job shall we do next...

• I bet you can't do...in five minutes

• Don't you clear that up...

• This task or this one...



If not working try…

“I am stopping this 
conversation now and I 
am going to walk away 
and give you a chance to 
think about the choices 
that you want to make…    
I know that when I come 
back we will have a 
productive conversation”



Do it with flowers… 

Instead of saying Maybe try saying

Be quiet! Can’t you see I’m  talking? Please don’t interrupt

How many times do I have to tell you? Please listen carefully

You’re always getting into trouble Do you need me to help you with this? 

David, get back in your seat David, you should be sitting down

I’m warning you…! Please listen to me

Angrily…. Stop it I need you to get back on task/line/learning



Refocusing the conversation 

Young person Adult

• ‘It wasn’t me’ ‘I hear what you are saying…’

• ‘But they were doing the same thing’    ‘I understand…..’

• ‘I’m going to report /sue you’                ‘Be that as it may….’

• ‘I was only…..’ ‘Maybe you were….and yet….’

• ‘You are not being fair’ ‘Yes I may appear unfair…’

• ‘It’s boring’ ‘Yes you may think it boring… yet….’

• ‘You are annoying’                                   ‘That could be true however what I need to …’   



Inflaming

• Shouting
• Not listening to their views
• Bringing up past unrelated 

misdemeanors
• Standing toe to toe/face to face
• Raising our voices in response to theirs
• Allowing conflict in a public forum
• Other aggressive non-violent 

communication, arms flailing, aggressive 
facial expressions etc…



In general    

• Always focus on the incident not the individual, don’t personalise     

• It takes 2 people to have an argument!

• Try to provide a ‘save face’ option in front of peers by providing 
a choice of outcome

• Be prepared to go into the ‘broken record’ mode at times 
and don’t get drawn into smokescreen behaviour  

• Don’t take anything personally                

• Use of humour if appropriate 

• Think mood, yours, theirs and the others
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Problem solving ABC 

When do the 
problems 

occur (what 
time of day)?



Anger and 
rage  

Rage or anger tantrums undermine 
relationships and could be seen as bullying.  
This can destroy trust and confidence  in the 

victim.  

Rage is a protracted burst of anger which 
often gives the protagonist a feeling of 

power over the person at the receiving end. 

Anger is a real feeling and we all  have the 
right to feel angry when we feel our needs 

are not being met.



Anger is 
like a storm

Storms happen and they 
don’t ask permission

Sometimes you get warnings 
(gathering clouds, changes in 
pressure or wind direction, 
light fading, sudden 
darkness)

Sometimes storms appear 
out of the blue 



Warning 
signs

Voices 
getting 
louder

Muttering 
under their 

teeth

Repetitive 
body 

movement 
e.g. tapping, 

rocking

Screwing up 
paper or 

scribbling on 
a page

Changes in 
eye contact 



Diffusing 

Humour

Calming body language

Change of style

Relocation

Divert the child on to something else

Get in quick and be positive



Rebuilding 
relationships

Listen

Listen to the 
angry person 
and accept 
their version of 
events

Show

Show that you 
are seriously 
considering the 
information you 
have been 
given even if it 
feels 
inconsistent 
with what you 
feel may have 
happened

Don’t judge

Don’t judge the 
person

Show

Show them that 
you indeed 
understand why 
they may have 
been so angry



Supporting friendship strategies 
for children with peers and siblings

• Show an interest in what they 
do

• Ask questions

• Offer to help

• Laugh at peoples jokes

• Ask to join in

• Be willing to share

• Organise games or activities

• Try and be amusing/tell jokes

• Organise games or activities



Rewards

• Mainly useful for LOW ORDER 
tasks

• Make sure it’s a reward and not a 
bribe

• Effectiveness may wear out over 
time with some children

• Rewards must be immediate to 
be most effective for children 
with ADHD

• May not work if the child lacks 
the motivation/skills to complete 
the task

• Everyone has a price



Logical outcomes

• Most effective for 
premeditated behaviour

• Should be something the 
children don’t like but should 
not hurt or humiliate them

• Its not the severity but it’s the 
certainty. If you say it or issue 
it, then you must follow 
through. 



Value of praise

Praise can improve self-esteem, self-
reliance, autonomy, achievement and 
motivation 

Praise will have different effects 
according to the  personality of child 

Praise should be seen as 
encouragement and as part of a 
continuing process

Usually more effective to praise the 
effort rather than the person



Types of praise

• Wallpaper praise…………..’great’ , ‘lovely’

• Personal Praise…………..’you are brilliant’

• Directed praise………’well done for 
following the rule’

• Reflective praise…….’you should feel 
good about this work’

• Contextual praise………….’this 
assignment is such an advanced Level 
that I need to show it to…… so that we 
can use it in’ ….. 



Communication: 
Empathy

• We listen to those we like 
and respect

• We like and respect those 
with whom we can identify 
or identify with us

• We pay attention to those 
whom we believe mean 
what they say 

Sean Misteil 1997 The Communicators pocketbook


